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Children need supportive and appropriate supervision throughout the school day, including when at rest.  We 

have three breaks within the school day. 

Nurture Break 

The class teacher supervises this break inside the classroom.  It is an opportunity for the children to talk 

together and eat a healthy snack to sustain energy and attention levels for the remainder of the morning.  

For those children in Foundation and KS1 a snack is provided; KS2 can bring in their own healthy snack from 

home. 

Outside Break 

This is the second break of the morning. Teachers and TAs take it in turns to supervise this break.  See duty 

timetable (appendix 1). There are at least 2 adults on duty each day, in addition to any adults who support a 

named child.  One member of staff will have a walkie-talkie to communicate with the office. 

Staff on duty are active participants in Outside Break, supporting children where needed to resolve any issues 

that arise, and encouraging games and play for those that need it.  They monitor all the playground, and 

should move around to ensure that behaviour reflects our Ermine Street Ethos.  They use the Ethos for rewards 

(House Points) and consequences.  They will report any issues that have arisen to the class teacher at the end 

of Break. 

All children share the same playground space whilst school numbers are small. Staff on duty must ensure that 

they position themselves so that the whole playground and the door at the end of the rear wing are visible. 
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Staff are trained in emergency First Aid (except for one teacher, see First Aid register).  An adult trained in 

Paediatric First Aid is also on duty. 

Class Boxes containing a class list of medical needs, and relevant items (inhalers), are taken to Albatross 

classroom (currently a spare room) at the beginning of Break; initial and superficial First Aid treatment 

happens here, as it is easily accessible from the playground.  If further treatment or assessment is necessary, 

children will be escorted to the First Aid room and another member of staff will be asked to supervise. 

Children have access to the toilets along the rear wing; boys can access these directly from the playground.  

For the girls, the corridor door is left open to enable them to access the toilets. 

At the end of Break, Class Boxes will be returned back to the teacher. 

Should a supervising adult not be present, and this is known in advance, the duty timetable will be amended. 

If the absence of an adult is not known in advance, the Business Manager will be called upon to take their 

place. 

Lunchtime 

Lunchtime, our caterers, are responsible for the setup and clearing of tables and chairs. 

Lunchtimes are supervised by the Lunchtime Supervisor, and other members of staff.  There are at least 2 

adults on duty each day, in addition to any adults who support a named child. See duty timetable (appendix 

1). 

Teachers support lunchtime staff by helping settle children in their class.  Grace is said in the classroom before 

meeting in the hall for lunch. 

Class Boxes (with inhalers and a list of medical needs) are taken to the hall. 

Children visit the servery to make their choice, and carry their own lunch to a table.  They serve each other 

water, and younger children have support from supervising adults to cut their food should they need it. 

Children return their used plates and cutlery to the servery themselves. 

As the Lunch Break progresses, two adults will move outside; the same procedures for Outside Break are used, 

with the Class Box moved to Albatross; staff then keep to the procedures as outlined above for Outside Break. 

Staff on duty outside must ensure that they position themselves so that the whole playground and the door 

at the end of the rear wing are visible. 

An additional adult will remain in the hall to supervise those children taking longer to finish their lunch.  They 

will move outside to support other staff only when all the children have finished their lunch. 

Should a supervising adult not be present, and this is known in advance, the duty timetable will be amended. 

If the absence of an adult is not known in advance, the Business Manager will be called upon to take their 

place. 

 


